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AFFILIATE
 MEETUP



AFFILIATE
 MEETUP

� Network & relax with fellow visitors, exhibitors,

and sponsors;

� Create new partnerships and grow your

business;

� High-end entertainment & drinks.

� Opportunities to grow and expand your

  network,

� 3000+ attendees from all around the world,

� 150+ exhibitors,

� 150+ speakers.

This November, join Conversion Club at

the Sigma & AGS Malta Expo for the best

world’s GAMING FESTIVAL!

When:   November 15th, 2022, start at 8pm

Where:  PALAZZO PARISIO, VICTORY SQUARE,

              NAXXAR MALTA

Why join the Affiliate Meetup

by Conversion Club?



What really stands out is the quality of the people joining.

As AGS Dubai was the first conference in almost 2 years, a lot of decision makers joined

and great business was done. Another reason is that it’s one of the biggest gambling and gaming

expo in the world and gets more traction from other industries as well.

Multi-vertical conferences will be dedicated to Affiliates and the opportunity to put

a spotlight on your company. We are so proud of our collaboration, thus we invite you

all to take a seat at the table with our sponsorships.

Keep in mind that all packages offer FREE drinks & snacks!

Let’s party together!



Interested? Contact us  right now!

*Booking deadlines: 7 days before the event

MAJOR SPONSOR

USD 7500

WHAT does this package offer?

� 8 entrance tickets for your team members only;

� VIP table with luxury alcohol and snacks;

� 2 banners 180*80 with your logo and QR code placed at

the event venue;

� Branded big banner;

� 2 branded flags with your logo at the entrance to the restaurant;

� 10x logos of your company on Press Wall;

� Giveaway opportunity;

� Watermarked photos and videos from the event with your logo;

� Amazing atmosphere and networking during the party;

� Sponsorship announcement on the website + social media

(audience of 60K+ marketers).

SOLD OUT



Interested? Contact us  right now!

*Booking deadlines: 7 days before the event

PLATINUM SPONSOR

USD 6800

WHAT does this package offer?

� 7 entrance tickets for your team members only; 

� VIP table with luxury alcohol and snacks;

• 1 banner 180х80 with your logo and QR code placed at
  the event venue;

� branded big banner;

• 8х logos of your company on Press Wall;
� Giveaway opportunity;

� Watermarked photos and videos from the event with your logo;

� Amazing atmosphere and networking during the party;

� Sponsorship announcement on the website + social media

  (audience of 60K+ marketers).

SOLD OUT



Interested? Contact us  right now!

*Booking deadlines: 7 days before the event

DIAMOND SPONSOR

USD 6000

WHAT does this package offer?

� 6 entrance tickets for your team members only;

� VIP table with luxury alcohol and snacks;

� 1 banner 180*80 with your logo and QR code placed at

the event venue;

� 6x logos of your company on Press Wall;

� Giveaway opportunity;

� Watermarked photos and videos from the event with your logo;

� Amazing atmosphere and networking during the party;

� Sponsorship announcement on the website + social media

(audience of 60K+ marketers).

3/4 LEFT



Interested? Contact us  right now!

*Booking deadlines: 7 days before the event

BAR SPONSOR

USD 5500

WHAT does this package offer?

� 5 entrance tickets for your team members only;

� Your logo on the coasters for the bar and tables;

� Branded big banner for bar; 

� Branded bartender T-shirt with your company  logo;

� 4x logos of your company on Press Wall;

� Giveaway opportunity;

� Free alcohol and snacks;

� Watermarked photos and videos from the event with your logo;

� Amazing atmosphere and networking during the party;

� Sponsorship announcement on the website + social media

(audience of 60K+ marketers).

SOLD OUT



Interested? Contact us  right now!

*Booking deadlines: 7 days before the event

DJ SPONSOR

USD 5000

WHAT does this package offer?

� 5 entrance tickets for your team members only;

� Branded DJ T-shirt with your company logo;

� 2 banners 180*80 with your logo and QR code placed at

the event venue;

� 4x logos of your company on Press Wall;

� Giveaway opportunity;

� Free alcohol and snacks;

� Watermarked photos and videos from the event with your logo;

� Amazing atmosphere and networking during the party;

� Sponsorship announcement on the website + social media

(audience of 60K+ marketers).



Interested? Contact us  right now!

*Booking deadlines: 7 days before the event

BAG SPONSOR

USD 4500

WHAT does this package offer?

� 4 entrance tickets for your team members only;

� Branded bags with your company logo;

� Branded business cards, stickers, pens as a gift for the guests;

� 4x logos of your company on Press Wall;

� Giveaway opportunity;

� Free alcohol and snacks;

� Watermarked photos and videos from the event with your logo;

� Amazing atmosphere and networking during the party;

� Sponsorship announcement on the website + social media

(audience of 60K+ marketers).

LOGO
SOLD OUT



Interested? Contact us  right now!

*Booking deadlines: 7 days before the event

BEER SPONSOR

USD 4000

WHAT does this package offer?

� 4 entrance tickets for your team members only;

� Branded beer with your company logo;

� 1 banner 180*80 with your logo and QR code placed at

the event venue;

� 4x logos of your company on Press Wall;

� Giveaway opportunity;

� Free alcohol and snacks;

� Watermarked photos and videos from the event with your logo;

� Amazing atmosphere and networking during the party;

� Sponsorship announcement on the website + social media

(audience of 60K+ marketers).

LOGO



Interested? Contact us  right now!

*Booking deadlines: 7 days before the event

USD 4500

WHAT does this package offer?

� 4 entrance tickets for your team members only;

� Your logo on wristbands of the event;

� Giveaway opportunity;

� 3x logos of your company on Press Wall;

� Free alcohol and snacks;

� Watermarked photos and videos from the event with your logo;

� Amazing atmosphere and networking during the party;

� Sponsorship announcement on the website + social media

(audience of 60K+ marketers).

WRISTBAND SPONSOR

SOLD OUT



Interested? Contact us  right now!

*Booking deadlines: 7 days before the event

MASK SPONSOR

USD 3000

WHAT does this package offer?

� 3 entrance tickets for your team members only;

� Your logo on the masks;

� 3x logos of your company on Press Wall;

� Giveaway opportunity;

� Free alcohol and snacks;

� Watermarked photos and videos from the event with your logo;

� Amazing atmosphere and networking during the party;

� Sponsorship announcement on the website + social media

(audience of 60K+ marketers).



Thank you for your interest, marketers!

Grow your business, get some productive  networking, 

engage in premium content and have some fun! 

During the hosted meetup, Conversion Club will provide all

the safety measures and strict standards of health and safety. 

Check out Conversion Club for more insights: 

https://www.conversion-club.com/schedule-affiliate-events-2022  


